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Launching the perfect pepper mill

When I designed the 'big mouth, big belly' teak pepper mill, my aim was to create a mill that would be
accepted in food service industry: hotels, restaurants, and food connoisseurs. It had to be elegant and
stylish, yet robust and easy to use.

BANGKOK - April 24, 2013 - PRLog -- I followed the Latin maxim ‘ Formam sequitur functionem’ or
‘Form follows function.’ I used CAD (computer aided design) to design my pepper mill and used the
golden ratio to determine dimensions of width, height and the curves.

My main concerns were to design a mill that would look good and feel right when you use it. It had to be
made from recycled materials, hold at least a cup of pepper, and above all, it had to be fitted with a superb
grinding mechanism. In short, I was looking to design an elegant mill that was maintenance free and would
last a lifetime. 

Finding the right grinding mechanism was crucial. It is the heart of any mill. I searched for a mechanism
that could grind salt as well as pepper, and that would last several years. I tested numerous mechanisms and
decided on CrushGrind Denmark’s ceramic mechanism. It is a superb mechanism. It yields a huge grind, is
easy to clean and comes with a 25 year factory guarantee. The ceramic mechanism means that I could grind
salt and it will not rust.

Reclaimed teak for the body of our mill was an obvious choice: Reclaimed meant I was not harming the
environment, and teak (Tektona Grandis) is a superb wood. Reclaimed teak is sourced from teak wood
houses that have reached the end of their useful life. They are dismantled and the supports of the handrails
are turned into elegant mills and shakers. 

Teak has a coarse and uneven texture, an exotic grain and an aromatic smell. Its rich golden colour darkens
beautiful with age. But it is extremely difficult to get hold of good quality teak. 

Where we are situated in Northern Thailand the teak trade is monopolized by the Muslims who artificially
inflate the price. There is a limited supply of teak and you need a permit to move teak across Thailand. The
fact that reclaimed teak is a non-renewable source sees demand outstrips supply and a huge escalation in
price. 

Working with wood, especially teak is an art. A team of skilled Burmese craftsman hand turns every
reclaimed piece of wood into a unique mill. No two mills are ever the same. Holes are plugged and we
hardly use any wood filler or glue. The mills are naturally finished using teak oil.

Our mills are extremely well accepted in the market. We sell to eco-conscious consumers in the food
industry – restaurants, health shops, chefs and serious home cooks. We ship worldwide via Thai Post. Our
teak pepper mills carry a lifetime guarantee. In fact, we will buy it back from you if you at any time if you
are not entirely happy with your mill.

To sum up: We have a unique product that will last a lifetime; from there our motto – mills for life. I have
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travelled thousands of miles to source quality teak wood, as well as buy the salt and pepper to fill our mills:
Kampot pepper from Cambodia and hand harvested sea salt from Thailand. 

The future looks equally bright: I have already started with prototyping a ten inch mill with a docking
saddle an acrylic window.  And soon we will do teak cutting boards and chopping blocks.

To see the full range of eco mills and shakers, visit our website at www.teakmills.com

--- End ---
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